CONVERSATIONS IN ARCADIA
The forgotten English Platonists of the 18th century
Andrew Baker

1 - OVERTURE

To a lover of Plato Eighteenth century England was a time of philosophical darkness. God, or Truth,
had been quite separated from a material Creation which turned as if by clockwork. Pat Rogers’
introduction to the 18th century (before William Blake) in Platonism and the English Imagination, is a
mere five pages long.

At the end of the century light was shed into the darkness when Thomas Taylor revived interest in
Plato and his followers. Taylor wrote,in 1792:
Materialism, and its attendant Sensuality, have darkened the eyes of the many, with mists of
error...Impetuous ignorance is thundering at the bulwarks of philosophy, and her sacred
retreats are in danger of being demolished...Rise, then, my friends and the victory will be ours.

His undoubted importance has been celebrated by Kathleen Raine, founder of the Temenos Academy.
As she wrote
The Platonic tradition may be likened to an underground river that from time to time sends
up a spring; wherever its waters flow, the soul is reborn…
Her collection of Taylor’s writings showed his importance in reviving that tradition for the 19 th
century…

…but throughout the 18th century a forgotten circle of Platonists was at work - a small, closely-knit
group of patrons, artists and philosophers who saw the dangers of materialism long before Taylor.
These quiet revolutionaries may have been forgotten but they left visible and material traces in the
architecture and gardens of the Greek Revival.
I was drawn into these mysteries of 18th century history by the enigmatic figure of Thomas Anson
(1695-1773).

From the late 1740s to his death in 1773 Thomas Anson developed his estate at Shugborough,
Staffordshire. The first stage in 1748, working with the cosmologist and architect Thomas Wright, the
addition of a library and drawing room to his house - transforming it into a philosophical gentleman’s
villa.

The library is a comfortable place for study. Athene decorates the ceiling, surrounded by poets and
philosophers - Socrates, Homer, Euclid and Sapho.

The drawing room has large capricci paintings – fantasies of antiquity. The ceiling shows Guido Reni’s
Apollo and the Hours…

…and, uniquely, roundels also of Isis and Serapis – a maenad - and also Confucius, reflecting Thomas’s
brother George Anson’s visit to China on his circumnavigation.

The second stage of the developments at Shugborough was a series of buildings by James “Athenian”
Stuart.
In 1755 Stuart and Nicholas Revett returned from a dangerous seven-year adventure in Greece with a
treasure of architectural drawings. The first volume of their Antiquities of Athens appeared in 1762.
This was, according to Kathleen Raine,
…the most important single work in inspiring a passion for things Greek…
By that time the first buildings inspired by their work had already been built. For the first time
architects in England were able to celebrate the ideals of ancient Greece in stone.

Shugborough became a showcase for Stuart’s Greek designs…

These monuments have long been seen as the reason for Shugborough’s historical importance – but
until this century the key role of Thomas Anson in the Greek Revival hasn’t been recognised. The credit
for the first building in the authentic Greek style has long been given to the Doric Temple designed by
Stuart for Lord Lyttelton at Hagley, Worcestershire -

J Mordaunt Crook wrote in 1968:
The Greek Revival in British architecture – indeed the Greek Revival anywhere in the world –
began symbolically in 1758-59 with the Doric landscape temple at Hagley. That date is
sacrosanct…

George Lyttelton’s estate at Hagley was certainly an influential landscape. He was known as a man of
Taste. Lyttelton had been secretary to Frederick, Prince of Wales, and one of the group of whigs who
opposed Robert Walpole and King George 2nd. In the 1740s he was the patron of the poet James
Thomson, author of the Seasons and Rule Britannia - from of a masque in honour of Frederick.
Thomson’s poem “The Castle of Indolence” praises Hagley and includes a few lines by Lyttelton.

The poem invokes the three great landscape painters of the 17th century whose classical scenes were
already inspiring the English landscaped estates.

Whate'er Lorraine light-touch'd with softening hue,
Or savage Rosa dash'd, or learned Poussin drew.

For a very long time I had had a suspicion that Thomas Anson had been a key figure in something that
was far more than a movement of architectural style and taste – more of an underground stream of

influential ideas. It had always seemed disappointing that Hagley, rather than Shugborough, had been
seen as the starting point of the Greek Revival.
But my suspicion proved true. Since 2000 historians have rediscovered Thomas Anson’s role in
promoting Stuart’s career and the new Grecian taste. Historian Kerry Bristol told me of a letter from
Lord Lyttelton to the leading lady of the Bluestockings, Elizabeth Montagu written in October 1758.

Mr Anson and Mr Steward who were with me last week are true lovers of Hagley, but their
Delight in it was disturbed by a blustering Wind, which gave them colds and a little chilld their
Imagination itself. Yet Steward seems almost as fond of my Vale, as of the Thessala Tempe…
He is going to embellish one of the Hills with a true Attick building, a portico of six pillars,
which will make a fine effect to my new house, and command a most beautiful view of the
country.

There is a philosophical meaning to Greek Revival architecture. A temple like Lyttelton’s is not an
expression of grandeur or imperial power, as any building might be which is inspired by Rome. Such a
temple is an expression of purity and simplicity – a place from which one might contemplate Nature.
[supporting quote?]

Thomas Anson’s copy of the Doric Temple dates from a year or so later than the Hagley original – but
it now appears that Anson had become Stuart’s patron as soon as the architect returned from Greece
in 1755.
The earliest surviving structure of the architectural Greek Revival is not, in fact, the Hagley Temple,
but Stuart’s additional aedicule (outer arch) of the Shepherd’s Monument, the heart of Thomas
Anson’s garden at Shugborough -

Grevel Lindop in his Shugborough Eclogues calls the Shepherds Monument “the garden’s secret door”.
The monument frames a marble relief, by Scheemakers, of Poussin’s Shepherds of Arcadia.

The original monument was built before 1750, as part of the original scheme of house and garden. It
would have looked something like this design from Thomas Wright’s book “Arbours and Grottos.” -

Stuart’s aedicule was added in about 1756 to protect the relief – this was three years before the Hagley
temple was built.

The relief is a mirror image of Poussin’s painting - copied from an engraving. The shepherds of Arcadia
have found a tomb. Death is present even in this ideal world - but the Shepherdess is serene - as if she
knows higher Truths which transcend death.

The Shepherd’s Monument brings together all the themes and mysteries of the Arcadian dream.

If, as I believed, Thomas Anson was the prime-mover of a hidden philosophical movement of which
the Greek Revival was just a physical sign what were his motives? What was his inspiration?

He is a man of mystery - but in the last few years new information has been coming to light – always
fragmentary, but all of it significant and revealing….

In 2005, when I was composer in residence at Shugborough, I had no idea that, in his old age, Thomas
Anson held concerts, with the finest and most expensive musicians, at his new London House,
designed by Stuart - 15 St James Square -

There are references to his concerts in a massive and important study published in 2002 - “Music and
Theatre in Handel’s World. The family papers of James Harris 1732-1780”, edited by Donald Burrows
and Rosemary Dunhill.
James Harris was new to me.

He was MP for Christchurch, a close friend of Handel and for fifty years organiser of the music festival
at Salisbury. I was delighted and taken aback to discover that he was also the one Platonist philosopher
who had made any kind of impact in England the 18th century.
It seemed too good to be true. Thomas Anson had at least a musical link with a philosopher who kept
the flame of Platonism burning.
A simple Google search brought up an astonishing anecdote. This is James Harris, in his last book
Philological Enquiries, published posthumously in 1781, recording something Thomas must have told
him many years earlier…

WHEN the late Mr. Anson (Lord Anson’s Brother) was upon his Travels in the East, he hired a
Vessel, to visit the Isle of Tenedos. His Pilot, an old Greek, as they were sailing along, said with
some satisfaction, “There ’twas our Fleet lay.” Mr. Anson demanded, “What Fleet?” ”What
Fleet?” replied the old Man (a little piqued at the Question)—“WHY OUR GRECIAN FLEET AT
THE SIEGE OF TROY”. This story was told the Author by Mr. Anson himself.

This is 1734 - 25 years before the Hagley Temple, five years before Lord Sandwich and Francis
Dashwood travelled east – and here is Thomas Anson in contact with the very roots of Greek culture.
Sandwich and Dashwood publicised their adventures. This is the only record of Anson’s expedition. A
poem in Thomas’s honour, written by a visitor to Shugborough in 1750, implies he had also been in
Athens – at “Minerva’s fane” by the River Illisos. A few years later, in 1741, he toured the
Mediterranean and seems to have been in the ruins of Palmyra and Baalbek. His house and garden
seem to have become a private Theatre of Memory recording the ruins of civilisation and lost wisdom.
In his later years Anson’s Platonic focus was the pursuit of ideal Beauty in his sculpture collection.
Another anonymous poem describing the house mentions…
…the miracles of GRECIAN art
In living sculptures, godlike shapes, & forms
Excelling human!

The botanist Joseph Banks visited Shugborough in 1769. His diary describes Thomas showing him the
beauties of a statue of Adonis by candlelight “There’s a grace sir …Believe me the Venus of Medicis is clumsy to it.”
Having said this (Banks wrote) he retired and left me to my contemplations.
To these enthusiasts for the wisdom of Greece in a dark materialist 18th century Truth, Beauty and
Virtue were serious matters. Thomas Anson remains mysterious – an invisible patron – but the
philosophers of this quiet Platonic revolution left their testaments - some unread, even unpublished.

2 – DUO WITH VARIATIONS

James Harris (1709-1780), MP for Christchurch, musician and philosopher, was born in Salisbury in
1709.
His mother, Lady Elizabeth Ashley. was the sister of the philosopher Anthony Ashley Cooper, Third Earl
of Shaftesbury. Lord Shaftesbury died when Harris was only four – but he became the great inspiration
for both Harris and the elusive and intriguing Floyer Sydenham.

Sydenham was Harris’s contemporary at Wadham College, Oxford, and became his life-long friend.
Their philosophical careers are closely bound together.

Floyer Sydenham (Floyer is an old Dorset family name) is remembered only as a precursor of Thomas
Taylor, a penniless scholar whose translations of Plato were absorbed into Taylor’s complete edition.
He was fine scholar and original visionary who deserves to be remembered in his own right.
Harris was a public figure, with a wide circle of friends. Two of his published books brought him a
degree of fame as philosopher, Three Treatises and Hermes. Though Sydenham published a far larger
body of work nobody bought the books.

Sydenham was a regular visitor to Harris at Salisbury. He was there in 1741, the year in which Harris
completed his Three Treatises, one of the few publications of this Platonic Revival to be widely read.
(Thomas Anson’s copy is still in the library at Shugborough.)
The second edition has a frontispiece by Athenian Stuart.

18th century writers and artists took the Diana of Ephesus to be a statue of Isis. The image often
appears as a representation of Nature. Here Isis is crowned while putti representing music, art and
poetry play.

The Treatises are, in effect, platonic dialogues, on Art, on Music Painting and Poetry, and, by far the
longest and most elaborate, on Happiness. Harris’s discussion concludes that it is the pursuit of Good,
or Virtue, rather than its achievement, which is the source of Happiness.
This third treatise gives an unusually precise date of completion on its title page Finished Dec. 15 A.D. 1741.
There is a dedication to Sydenham – giving only the inititalsJ. H. to F. S.

Sydenham appears as Theophilus in the dialogue. It’s a record of a conversation between the two
friends, as if wandering in the gardens of Wilton, the Earl of Pembroke’s estate near Salisbury.

Wilton is a symbolically appropriate setting for such a dialogue. It was here that Sir Philip Sidney
entertained his sister, Mary, Countess of Pembroke, with his Arcadia.

As Harris writes:
We were walking, not (as now) in the chearful Face of Day, but late in the Evening, when the
Sun had long been set. Circumstances of Solemnity were not wanting to affect us; the Poets
could not have feigned any more happy -a running Stream, an ancient Wood, a still Night, and
a bright Moonshine. — I, for my own part, induced by the Occasion, fell insensibly into a
Reverie about Inhabitants in the Moon…
The author is restrained in his manner but Theophilus’s language is extravagant,

“THIS whole UNIVERSE itself is but ONE CITY or COMMONWEALTH – a System of Substances
variously formed, and variously actuated agreeably to those forms— — a System of
Substances both immensely great and small, Rational, Animal, Vegetable, and Inanimate…”
…..
HERE let us dwell ;— — be here our Study and Delight. So shall we be enabled, in the silent
Mirrour of Contemplation, to behold those Forms, which are hidden to Human Eyes’ — …

Yes, these philosophers did, indeed, stroll through English Arcadian landscapes engaging in
philosophical dialogues!
An unpublished dedicatory note by Harris to Lord Lyttelton records another conversation in Arcadia this was probably in 1767:

…that striking one in particular, when I heard you with such attention, as we were walking
together in the groves of Hagley, during the calm silence of a starry night. Yr Lordship
remembers the time, & knows wt I relate to be no poetical reverie. The scene was actual
nature exquisite in its kind; the subject founded not in fiction, but in truth, and such a one, as
might well become a wise & good man, the nature of whence those Beautys were derived.

Here is Harris conversing with Lyttelton in the Arcadian landscape of Hagley, contemplating Truth and
Beauty in Nature, just as he had conversed with Floyer Sydenham in the landscape of Wilton.
In 1751 James Harris published Hermes, or a philosophical enquiry concerning universal grammar. As
with Three Treatises the second edition had a frontispiece by Stuart.

On the surface Hermes is a very abstract account of the building blocks of language but the real
purpose of the book is in the footnotes – which form a compendium of Greek philosophy, mostly in
translation - as if smuggled in under cover.
By Book the Third the footnotes take over altogether and there are pages with only one or two lines
of text – a striking visual effect. A climax is reached with the crucial discussion of Platonic Forms and
Ideas – the eternal realities beyond the world of matter - and the outstandingly Platonic statement –

The WHOLE VISIBLE WORLD exhibits nothing more, than so many passing pictures of these
same immutable archetypes.

This Platonic attitude is not intended to devalue the “visible world” but to assert its value as a source
of revelation - Nature as the magic lantern show of Truth.

Harris’s friend Floyer Sydenham lived in obscurity during this period. Thomas Taylor knew Sydenham
in his old age and he gives some fragments of biographical information. I was delighted to find
glimpses of Sydenham’s life and character in unpublished letters written to James Harris by other
mutual friends.

John Barker, a physician of London and Salisbury, wrote to Harris in Salisbury on January 26th 1744:
Our friend Sydenham is come to a resolution to take Orders, wch he means to do before the
living becomes vacant, …all his Friends here approved his Resolution, & (have)…great hopes
that he will make an Excellent Country Parson.
The living was Esher, in Surrey. Sydenham was presented with the living in August 1744 but he made
no attempt to become “an Excellent Country Parson”. In 1745 he took up a post at Codrington
College, Barbados.
He was home within a year – and according to John Upton he was “deep in Jacob Behmen &
commentators on the Apocalypse.”
His religious and mystical enthusiasms seem to have embraced both the mystical Protestantism of
Behmen (Jacob Boehme) and Catholicism -

In December 1746 Upton writes that Sydenham
…bye the bye will die one day in Bedlam. He is quite a Papist & Wch is worse has not sense to
keep his opinions to himself, but talks of them in Coffee houses.
He resigned the living of Esher in 1747. He seems never again to have had any source of income apart
from, unknown to his friends, a monthly gift from James Harris.
Sydenham may have helped John Upton with his annotated edition of the “The Faerie Queene.” He
refers to the Elizabethan poet as “my own great master” in a cancelled passage in his epic poem
“Truth” and praises Spenser’s Foure Hymnes and Mutability cantos in his notes to Plato’s Symposium.

Floyer Sydenham’s earliest surviving work is an incomplete epic poem on the Platonic Philosophy,
“Truth, or the Nature of Things.”

The manuscript in the British Library contains over 200 pages of text. Dedicatory eulogies to Lord
Chesterfield and Lord Lyttelton suggest that the author had hopes of patronage and publication. They
help date the text to the late 1750s and early 1760s.
This is extraordinarily bad poetry - but embedded within the twisted blank verse and rambling
digressions on natural philosophy and moral life is Sydenham’s personal cosmology - as it was in the
1750s – and, we have to assume, the kind of ideas he would have shared in conversations with his
friends.

The poem begins with an invocation to the muses. These are not the familiar poetic muses but the
“Syrens” which Plato describes in the Myth of Er, in The Republic, who sing the Music of the Spheres,
the harmonies which permeate the whole cosmos.

Come all ye Muses, lead the song; not ye
Parnassian, vulgar, various, of your Aid
To every Rhymer liberal; but ye
Celestial, sitting on the radiant Spheres…
…Who tune them, as they sound, for Consonance;
And with their varying Motions while they change
Their Sounds, form All one perfect Melody…
…Ye Syren-Sisters Nine, whom at a Birth
The Abyss of Things, pregnant by Truth, produc’d…
(The phrase “Abyss of things” may be a relic of his interest in Jacob Boehme.)
Our world is a world of change. The great civilisations have vanished.
To Sydenham even Arcadia is a world of illusion.

In the light of Truth Those happy Plains of Arcady, the Land,
Where Love is Life’s whole Business, its sole Bliss
Amorous Enjoyment; there, where Lovers find
From their Belov’d equal Return of Love,
Uninterrupted, unremitting Love…
…in a Flash fly; & are seen no more.
If Sydenham had looked at the Poussin painting, or at the marble relief, he would surely have seen the
Shepherdess as an image of his guide, Virtue, or of her sister, his guide in the higher worlds, Wisdom.
As Dante (in a rather better poem) is led by Beatrice on his ascent into Paradise, Virtue leads Floyer
Sydenham on his ascent towards Truth.

In the World of Imagination Nature is combined with Truth to produce new wonders. The first works
of Imagination that come to Sydenham’s mind are gardens – both literary and real …fairer Scenes

Than Nature ever yielded, fairer Forms
Than Nature e’er created; Spencer’s Bow’r,
Virgil’s Elysium, Milton’s Paradise,
Alcina’s gardens, or the Groves of Stow…

The gardens of the Platonic Greek Revival are not illusory Arcadias but places where we can see Truth
shining through the veil of Nature. (This is the complexity of the myth of Arcadia and the Golden Age.
- Arcadia can be at the same time both a symbol of the transitory and a mirror of the Earthly Paradise!)

After these gardens come “Forms” by which Sydenham means statuary Forms, for Pembroke’s or for Orford’s Hall,
Forms, that would Badminton or Blenheim grace.
That Radnor, Bruce, & Richmond would admire;…
Pembroke’s hall was Wilton, in whose grounds Sydenham strolled with James Harris.

Virtue, the poet’s “fair Patroness” turns to Wisdom to give “this daring mortal” into her care so they
can ascend to the regions of the intelligible world. To Sydenham Wisdom somewhat resembles Queen
Elizabeth 1st -

…with snowy Purity her skin
Shone silvery, soft-lucid like the Moon…
…with Hair of auburn Hue…
…the Sunny Brightness of whose Gloss
Emitted golden Beams: …
The poet grows wings and flies with Wisdom to the region of perfect Forms.

Sydenham sees the Ideas in the Universal Mind as…

…little spheres of Light
Mixing and parting at will
And these were full of lesser globes
Tinged with various colour…
…Juno’s darling Saphire; th’Emerald
The Nereids Favourite; fiery Carbuncles,
And heav’nly-roseate Rubys; Phoebus’ Love
The Topaz, and Aurora’s Amethyst.
The globularity which all ideas share is Truth.
Here in the “Universal Mind, ocean of Beauty” Wisdom can converse with the minds of those with
whom she has an eternal affinity – including Sydenham’s and Harris’s hero, Lord Shaftesbury …who wrote
Mysteriously of Mind, & gave dark Hints
Of Highest Truths, so strange to modern Days
And novel Doctrines;…
This union of minds does not diminish but expand the poet’s sense of himself. Here
Privation of self-will is self-expansion…

At the highest level the poet sees only
…Universal Mind,
Ocean of Beauty; ev’n my Brother-Orbs
I saw not…

…Alone with The Alone
I found my Self…
The phrase “Alone with the Alone” is from the neo-Platonist Plotinus.
Though “Truth” is a literary disaster it shows that Floyer Sydenham was, at heart, a neo-Platonist
visionary.

From this “All Alone” shines the “Ray of Truth” which draws all things to Unity.
A single Ray, that spred its self around
All o’er me…

This “Ray of Truth” makes Sydenham’s Platonic cosmos dynamic and creative. The concept of the
Ray comes from Marsilio Ficino, particularly his commentaries on Plato’s Symposium.
The light splits, flows, rises, falls. This is the Light of Unity which shines through all Forms, and is also
their Source…

…The Fountain-head of Light, the Source of Form,
Still in its pure Simplicity the Same
Remaining…

For the poet, united with Mind…
…Self-Reflection was forgot:
And wrap’d in Wonder, for a while I lost
The Thought of All things, save of the One-All
If his friends knew of this epic they probably saw it as a hopeless project with no hope of financial
success. Sydenham needed some form of financial security.

John Upton proposed the scheme of translating Plato into English. Upton’s plan was that Sydenham
should make a deal with a bookseller who would pay him by the sheet as the work continued. This
would encourage regular work and ensure a regular income. Unfortunately, another friend, Arthur
Collier persuaded Sydenham to publish the edition by subscription, hoping that interested customers
would promise a larger amount ahead of the publication. This was a disaster. There were never
enough subscribers. Many abandoned the scheme or never paid at all.
The series of translations would appear between 1759 until 1780 when they come to a halt with
Philebus.

Sydenham’s A Synopsis or General View of the Works of Plato, published at the same time as the first
translation, Io, in 1759, gives a clear indication of what he saw as the key elements of the Platonic
philosophy.
The End of all the Writings of Plato is That, which is the END of all true PHILOSOPHY or
Wisdom, the Perfection and the HAPPINESS of MAN.
…the Two great Objects of the Platonic Philosophy are TRUTH and VIRTUE; Truth, the Good of
all Mind; and Virtue, the Good of the Whole Man.”

The knowledge of Truth is possible because we have within us “exact Copies or perfect Images” of the
real essences of things – the Platonic Ideas.
It is the Nature of the Human Soul to have these Ideas generated in her, and to partake of
MIND Eternal and Immutable.
The enthusiasm of a Greek Revival patron, such as Thomas Anson, or Lord Lyttelton, for collecting
ancient art, relics of an ancient quest for ideal beauty, is part of this all-embracing philosophy:
The LOVE of BEAUTY then is nothing different from that First and Leading Motive in all minds
to the Pursuit of every Thing, That from whence the Philosopher sets out in his Inquiry after
wisdom, the DESIRE of GOOD.
It is extraordinary how unpopular all this was in 1759.
Sydenham’s personal voice can be found in the footnotes to his translations.
Plato, in “Meno” and other works, argues that only true law is the law within Nature. This is Virtue,
the poet’s first guide in the epic poem “Truth”. Virtue cannot be taught, but only discovered from
within. Sydenham’s final note shows that there is a point where philosophy gives way to
contemplation.

Faith and Opinion are, we find, and must be, unstable and slippery Foundations of Virtue.
There is therefore a Necessity for Man, who lives in this World of Sense, if he would
continue Good and Happy, amidst all the Sensible Objects, which surround him, and never
cease to invite and draw his Attention to them, that he should, as frequently as possible,
introvert his Attention, and retire into himself, to converse and hold Communion with the
Fountain of his Being, the Author of all Good to him…

The nearest thing to a personal statement that Sydenham published was his last book Onomasticon
theologicum; or, an essay on the divine names, according to the Platonic philosophy, published in 1784.
This was dedicated to Frederick Montague, who had been a friend of the poet Thomas Gray, and was
patron of William Mason, author of the influential poem The English Garden.

Plato’s philosophy, says Sydenham, teaches that…
…the whole created Universe is a Manifestation of the Divine Mind…
This philosophy has high antiquity harking back to the
…Orphic Theologers, who introduced the Eastern Learning into Greece, and whose Followers
in Theology were the Pythagorean Philosophers…
Sydenham’s commentary on Divine Goodness is derived from the Platonic Theology of Proclus “the
greatest of the Alexandrian Platonists”, which Sydenham calls “his wonderfully ingenious and finespun Treatise.” Goodness is the very nature of the Divine Mind and this means that God must be
creative and that every created thing must share in Goodness.
GOOD ITS SELF is the same as the ONE ITS SELF; and is the Cause of Union and Good at the
same time; - he (Proclus) concludes, that Goodness is an Uniting of Things together, and that
the Uniting of Things together is Goodness.

In the following section Sydenham has a distinct change of tone as if he is approaching a climactic and
significant subject.

In process of Time, a Daughter of Theology and Natural Philosophy travelled from Egypt into
Thrace, under the Auspices of Orpheus. But this wonderful Man, who is supposed to have
been the Founder of all Civilisation throughout Europe, by means of Religious and Civil Politys,
kept the Fair one from Vulgar Eyes..
This “fair one” is a personification of the Eleusian Mysteries, the secret initiatory rituals which
Sydenham believes communicated the most ancient wisdom, cloaked in allegory so that only a few
would understand the true meaning.

The secrets of the Mysteries, Sydenham presumes, were the knowledge of certain truths ...That of the Infinity of Time past, as well as of Time future; - That of the Immensity of Space,
Extension, or the First Matter…That of the World’s Eternity, or rather its everlasting
Existence:…
Most dangerous of the truths is
…the Doctrine of GOD HIMSELF present within the Soul of Man…

Towards the end of Onomasticon Theologicon he talks of the quest for Unity with Nature:
Nature has seeded in us natural affections, and these inspire sympathies with other people and things.
Man can follow these sympathies in the world and in contemplation…
…and then, finding himself related to all Corporeal Nature, he will consider Himself as a Part
of the Creation; personally interested in the harmonious Order of the great Whole…

Sydenham died penniless, on the eve of being taken to debtors’ prison, in 1787.

INTERMEZZO – WITH PUDDINGS
The third of the philosophers of this Platonic circle is Elizabeth Carter.

Unlike Sydenham’s disastrous edition of Plato Elizabeth Carter’s translation of the works of the Stoic
Epictetus was a great financial success.
Elizabeth Carter (1717-1809) was the daughter of Nicolas Carter, perpetual curate of Deal. Kent. At
the age of sixteen she was publishing poetry in the Gentleman’s Magazine, and by the late 1730s
was in London, in her early twenties. She met Thomas Wright, later to work as architect at
Shugborough, at the house of scientist and influential freemason Dr Desaguliers. Wright became a
very close friend and correspondent but their letters vanished in the 19th century.
She also met the young Samuel Johnson, who was entranced by this witty and startlingly learned
woman. He later said that his
old friend Mrs Carter could make a pudding, as well as translate Epictetus.

(Note that “Mrs” is an honorary title. Carter never married).
She admitted that she put too much alcohol in her puddings.
Her poetry reveals that she had a deep knowledge of Plato With Plato soar on Contemplation's wing,
And trace perfection to th' eternal spring:
Observe the vital emanations flow,
That animate each fair degree below:
Carter’s most famous poem is “Ode to Wisdom” (1746).

From envy, hurry, noise and strife,
The dull impertinence of life,
In thy retreat I rest:
Pursue thee to the peaceful groves,
Where PLATO’S sacred spirit roves,
In all thy graces drest.
This poem was first published anonymously in “The Gentleman’s Magazine” but it became more
famous when it was included, without permission, in Samuel Richardson’s novel “Clarissa” in 1748,
where it plays the part of a poem by the novel’s heroine, and appears with a musical setting. Carter
was astonished. She wrote to her friend Catherine Talbot
I immediately wrote a twinkation to Mr. Richardson about it, to which I received so civil an
answer I knew not how to be angry with him.
(The only uses of the word “twinkation” I can find are both by Carter.)

This raised Carter’s profile. It is significant that Richardson had recognised the unusual Platonic
thinking of the poem’s author. He referred to her as a “female Norris” - Norris being the 17th century
Salisbury Platonist, and opponent of John Locke, John Norris.
Carter’s poems were collected as “Poems on Several Occasions” and published in 1762, with a
dedication to Lord Bath and an introductory poem by Lord Lyttelton.
Work on her translation of Epictetus took several years, involving consultation with James Harris, but
it proved an inspired idea. The Stoic philosophy caught the mood of the time more than the
Platonism of Harris and Sydenham.

Carter’s Epictetus was the first important classical translation by a woman. It was published in 1758.
Thomas Anson’s copy is still in the library at Shugborough. It sold enough to give Carter an income
and make her one of the first women writers to make a living by her work. It has never gone out of
print.
Carter became one of the leading figures in the bluestocking circle led by Mrs Montagu.

(Carter is the muse on the far left.
These intellectual women held literary conversazioni. The original wearer of bluestockings, and a rare
man at the meetings, was Benjamin Stillingfleet. He was too poor to afford silk stockings. His blue
worsted inspired the group’s familiar name.

Stillingfleet was a botanist, musician, librettist and unsung influence on the natural-style English
garden. He was another close friend of Thomas Anson - who gave him an annuity of £100 in his will.
Unfortunately Stillingfleet died before he could enjoy it.

There was a breakfast and concert at Anson’s new London house in 1769 - in Mrs Montagu’s honour.
Elizabeth Carter and James Harris were there - and I am sure Lord Lyttelton, Stillingfleet and Stuart
the architect would have been there too. I can’t answer for Floyer Sydenham – but it’s fascinating to
be able to pinpoint at least one occasion when most if not all the principal players of this forgotten
revolution were all under one roof, admiring the latest designs inspired by Greece.

EPILOGUE

There is an evolution in attitudes to the Arcadian ideal during the 18th century. The gardens of William
Kent created in the 1730s, Stowe and Rousham, are an Arcadian dream, a theatrical imitation of
Nature - but by the time of the Greek Revival in the mid-century fashions had changed.
James Harris passed on an anecdote from George Lyttelton. The Duchess of Marlborough asked
Vanbrugh to design a garden for Blenheim. Vanbrugh refused and said “for a garden truly elegant you
must apply to the best painters of landscape.” Harris comments that Vanbrugh had predicted a taste
that would be developed by Kent and be completed by Capability Brown – who worked at Blenheim
from 1764.

The landscapes of Capability Brown’s aimed to appear natural, with carefully placed trees and curving
streams.

But soon even Brown’s landscapes would seem artificial. They were nature “improved”, with
manicured lawns.
The satirist Richard Owen Cambridge, a friend of both Thomas Anson and James Harris quipped that
he hoped to die before Brown so he could see heaven before it was “improved”.
There was a place for the idealised imitation of Nature as a setting for one’s country house, but the
Platonic spirit inspired an enthusiasm to find Truth in Nature itself, unimproved. Even as early in the
1750s Thomas Anson, George Lyttelton and Benjamin Stillingfleet had travelled to Wales long before
the unspoiled landscapes would become domesticated as “the picturesque”. Richard Owen
Cambridge even tried to buy Piercefield, the romantic park and viewpoint for Tintern Abbey.

By the end of the century the romantic poets would be seeking Truth in the wildernesses of the Lake
District.
This evolving attitude is inspired by the search for Truth within Nature, guided by Virtue – but Truth
and Reason can never be separated from Imagination, which, we have heard, unites Nature with “the
forms Archetypal” as Sydenham calls them in his poem “Truth.”

One of the intriguing ideas within Sydenham’s unsatisfactory epic is the thought that the World of
Imagination can be united with this world
The mighty Magick of the Muse can draw
Down from the Sky this Fancy Land itself;
Can seat it where she pleases;…

…Like Latona’s Isle,
The floating Delos…
Places, whether artificial gardens or natural landscapes, can have stories or mythological meaning
drawn into them by the muses.
Let’s allow a spark of Fancy to enter us after so much history and philosophy.

I like to think that Shugborough, where this talk began, is such a place. The garden and follies,
subject to changing fashions, only decorate what is already there in that “Sweet Vale” at the
confluence of the Rivers Sow and Trent.
The first of Sydenham’s Plato dialogues, Io, dedicated to Lord Lyttelton, is an amusing, sometimes
funny, discussion about inspiration, the divine spark which comes from the muses.
For they (the poets) assure us, that out of certain Gardens and flowery Vales belonging to the
Muses, from Fountains flowing there with Honey, gathering the Sweetness of their songs, they
bring it to us, like the Bees; and in the same Manner withal, flying.
Nor do they tell us any Untruth. For a poet is a Thing light, and volatile, and sacred: nor is he
able to write Poetry, till the Muse entring into him, he is transported out of Himself, and has
no longer the Command of his Understanding.
Shugborough is just such a “Vale of the Muses” where all the harmonies of Sydenham’s syrens are
tuned for consonance in “one perfect melody.”
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